


Something greater.



Something everlasting.



Proudly made in the U.S.A.



Founded by Creative Director, Abeer Jain, 
A. Jain is a brand forged by a scion of three 
generations of premier gemstone manufacturers. 
The creation of each A. Jain piece is guided by 
a deeply held appreciation for mother earth’s 
natural beauty, from design inception to final product. 

This respect and admiration was instilled in Abeer from birth by his 
forefathers, through a superior knowledge of gemstone cutting and 
polishing, a taste for elegance, an eye for timeless design, and an 
appreciation for the earth’s natural gifts.

Since he was a child, Abeer has prized gemstones and diamonds–not 
just for their beauty but for their endless diversity in color, form, and 
personality. This love of gemstones is the foremost guiding principle 
of the A. Jain brand.

A. Jain product lines pay homage to Abeer’s forebears and each piece, 
carefully crafted around the gemstone, is a tribute to the wondrous 
beauty of the natural world.



Ancient and pristine. Abundant 
and giving. A natural garden paradise. 

Eden, named after the gardens of fable, is a signature stone 
cut used in the A.Jain product line. Look closely into your 
Eden stone and you will see how the cut was inspired by the 
paradises of ancient myth–all the facets in the gemstone 
align to form a flower in bloom, opening up its petals to catch 
the first rays of morning sunshine, to then shimmer in the 
moonlight of evening sky. Our hand-cut, and polished stones 
exude a brilliance of shine and color matched only by the 
heavenly flowers in the garden of Eden. 

Eden





Timeless. Enduring. 
Faithful. True. 

Our Timeless collection was 
inspired primarily by our Eden 

cut and is coupled with our signature intertwining “marquis weave” 
motif design. Timeless represents the values of our brand: legacy, 
fortitude, patience, ageless style, and enduring quality. Like people, 
each piece in the collection is unique; each designed to showcase 
individuality through the diversity of form and color. Our stones are 
meant to be adorned and admired, to highlight the unique personality 
of the wearer.

As with all of our collections, the gemstones and diamonds of our 
Timeless collection allude to something classic and enduring–the 
very symbol of human emotion and expression. Furthermore, our 
beautiful gemstones are perfectly paired with our intricate “marquis 
weave”–inspired by classic European art and architecture–to show 
the promise of love everlasting.

In the radiant personality of each piece, with our enduring 
craftsmanship, centered around the perennial quality of our 
gemstones–each, millenia old–we welcome you to find your own 
timeless paradise.

The Timeless 
Collection



Timeless Bracelets accented
with 18k Gold

Swiss Blue Topaz with Pink Tourmaline
B0001SS8Y-ESBTPTO

Rose Lavender Amethyst with Peridot
B0001SS8Y-ERLAPER

Smokey Quartz with Citrine
B0001SS8Y-ESQZCIT

Citrine with Chrome Diopside
B0001SS8Y-ECITCHD

Lemon Citrine with Iolite
B0001SS8Y-ELCTIOL

Prasiolite with Black Spinel 
B0001SS8Y-EPLABSP



Two-tone Timeless Bracelets 
with 18k Gold

Gold Rutilated Quartz
B0002S88Y-CRTG

Lapis Lazuli
B0002S88Y-CLAP

Peach Moonstone
B0002S88Y-CPMS

Blue Chalcedony
B0002S88Y-CBCH

White Mother-of-Pearl
B0002S88Y-CWMP



Swiss Blue Topaz with Diamonds
B0003S88Y-ESBTFVS

Citrine with Diamonds
B0003S88Y-ECITFVS

Amethyst with Diamonds
B0003S88Y-EAMEFVS

London Blue Topaz with Diamonds
B0003S88Y-ELBTFVS

Black Onyx with Diamonds
B0003S88Y-EBOXFVS

Timeless Bracelets with 
18k Gold & Diamonds



Multicolor Pavé Rings

Pink Tourmaline
R0004SSSH-FPTO

Garnet
R0004SSSH-FGAR

Black Spinel
R0004SSSH-FBSP

Amethyst
R0004SSSH-FAME

Aquamarine
R0004SSSH-FAQA

Citrine
R0004SSSH-FCIT

Chrome Diopside
R0004SSSH-FCHD

White Topaz
R0004SSSH-FWTZ

Rhodolite
R0004SSSH-FRHD



18k Gold Pavé Rings

Ruby
R0005888Y-FRBY

Emerald
R0005888Y-FEME

Sapphire
R0005888Y-FSAP

Diamond
R0005888Y-FFVS



Timeless Rings accented 
with 18k Gold

Lemon Quartz with Iolite
R0002SS8Y-ELQZIOL

Rose Lavender Amethyst 
with Peridot

R0002SS8Y-ERLAPER

Prasiolite with Black Spinel
R0002SS8Y-EPLABSP

Sky Blue Topaz 
with Pink Tourmaline

R0002SS8Y-ESKYPTO

Smokey Quartz with Citrine
R0002SS8Y-ESQZCIT

Cinnamon Quartz 
with Rhodolite 

R0002SS8Y-ECQZRHD

Champagne Citrine 
with Chrome Diopside

R0002SS8Y-ECCTCHD



Timeless Rings with 
18k Gold & Diamonds

Lemon Quartz with Diamond
R0003S88Y-ELQZFVS

Black Onyx with Diamond
R0003S88Y-EBOXFVS

Amethyst with Diamond
R0003S88Y-EAMEFVS

Swiss Blue Topaz with Diamond
R0003S88Y-ESBTFVS

Citrine with Diamond
R0003S88Y-ECITFVS

Garnet with Diamond
R0003S88Y-EGARFVS

Prasiolite with Diamond
R0003S88Y-EPLAFVS

Rhodolite with Diamond
R0003S88Y-ERHDFVS



Timeless Pendants

Prasiolite
P0001SSSH-EPLA

Rose Quartz
P0001SSSH-ERQZ

Black Mother-of-Pearl
P0001SSSH-CBMP

Champagne Citrine
P0001SSSH-ECCT

Rose Lavender Amethyst
P0001SSSH-ERLA

Cinnamon Quartz
P0001SSSH-ECQZ



Two-tone Timeless Pendants 
with 18k Gold

Black Onyx
P0002S88Y-EBOX

Lapis Lazuli
P0002S88Y-CLAP

Cinnamon Quartz
P0002S88Y-ECQZ

Blue Chalcedony
P0002S88Y-CBCH

Gold Rutilated Quartz
P0002S88Y-CRTG

White Mother-of-Pearl
P0002S88Y-CWMP



Timeless Pendants with 
18k Gold & Diamonds

Black Onyx with Diamond
P0003S88Y-EBOXFVS

Citrine with Diamond
P0003S88Y-ECITFVS

Amethyst with Diamond
P0003S88Y-EAMEFVS

Lemon Quartz with Diamond
P0003S88Y-ELQZFVS

Cinnamon Quartz with Diamond
P0003S88Y-ECQZFVS

London Blue Topaz with Diamond
P0003S88Y-ELBTFVS

Swiss Blue Topaz with Diamond
P0003S88Y-ESBTFVS





Each A. Jain piece is handcrafted by dedicated artisans 
in the United States, using ethically sourced and 
conflict-free, natural gemstones and diamonds from 
around the world. 

Each of our colored stones has been hand sourced and manufactured 
by the Jain family’s gemstone manufacturing company; a company 
responsible for sourcing, manufacturing, and supplying tens of millions 
of fine quality, natural colored stones to the jewelry industry for over 30 
years. Abeer’s family business has and continues to serve as the primary 
gemstone manufacturer and vendor to many of the largest fine jewelry 
brands and luxury jewelry houses today.

Each of the diamonds used in our pieces have been hand selected to be 
of the colorless grade (D, E, F) with Flawless to VS clarity grades using 
the highest and strictest standards of selection from only United States-
based vendors.

All metals used in A. Jain product lines consist of Rhodium Plated .925 
Sterling Silver, 18-Karat Gold, or 950 Platinum in purity standards.

FAQ
Found in partner 
retailers nationwide.

Or shop online at
www.a-jain.com



Contact Us

Our customer care specialists are available Monday 
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Saturday, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. (EST).

info@a-jain.com

sales@a-jain.com

General inquiries 

Questions about an order

Or call us at (212) 944-0043



www.a-jain.com


